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Red Lodge
is a deep red haven
for creative souls
awaking the power
of the sacred feminine.
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We are a growing body
of diverse circles
creating time and space
for emerging dreams
that fill this red lodge
with love for all beings.

We are building this lodge together.

What serving as Lodgekeeper means to me
by ShimmerLee

S

erving as a Lodgekeeper this year has been such a wild, enriching and
truly amazing ride. When I first decided to step-up and serve, a lot of
thoughts went through my mind. At first, I was super jazzed and totally
excited! I love Red Lodge. I love the spirit that lives within the organization, the passion and mystery that drives it, and the beautiful people who
embody it. Then, I was nervous. Could I hold this space? Was I experienced
enough? Was I ready? As it turns out, I was not the only one who had
doubts like these. It’s normal to experience these fears, especially when
agreeing to take on such a big role within an organization I have so much
respect for. The amazing thing was - my fears were held. My fears were
acknowledged, witnessed and appreciated. Not only was I held, but I was
encouraged and embraced. Our first Lodgekeeper retreat felt like I was
finally coming home. I was blown away by the idea that even within the
structure of an organization, everything was done with such deep integrity
and connection to spirit, and in true woman’s way. And dang, was it FUN!
There is a reason we are called Lodgekeepers. This work is not like other Boards in other organizations - at least
not ones I have known. To serve in this way is to be in a Lodge, all year round. It is to face your edges, be raw,
and really feel each decision within your body. It is to experience unbridled joy amidst the work and to have
each meeting deeply refresh and enliven your spirit. This is not lip-service. This is real. Red Lodge really does
live within the space between our hearts.
To me, being a Lodgekeeper has meant living and walking in woman’s way in all areas of my life, all year round.
It has meant integrating our 15 Principles into all that I do. It has nurtured my ability to show up fully - to be
present and to take joy in the both the work and the play. The unique ways we make decisions has influenced
every part of my life. I take Woman’s Way Red Lodge into work with me, and I utilize our ways of listening and
being while I am at school and with my friends and family. Being a Lodgekeeper has grown me. I can honestly
say that I am a stronger leader, with a more deeply embedded sense of confidence and direction, because I am
a Lodgekeeper. Being a Lodgekeeper has meant stepping more fully into who I really am as a womyn and doing
so without apology. This walk has inspired me and continues to enliven the sacred feminine within my life, my
body and my soul. This year has been an experience that has reached deep down into the depths of my being
– an entirely juicy, bursting with creativity, raw, fierce experience that has been full of love, truth and just plain
FUN! I am so grateful I did not let my fear guide me; grateful that I chose to take on the role of Lodgekeeper. It
is a decision that has changed my life.
We are moving in new directions, and there is wind beneath our wings. Red Lodge is growing – flowing and
growing. Red Lodge is a spirit that lives within us, and I, like so many of you, can feel the yearning within our
world to come back to our roots, to come back to woman’s way. I am so proud to be a part of an organization
where we not only talk the talk, but walk the walk. I am so proud to share our principles and spread the knowledge and wisdom of woman’s way with the world. I giggle with gratitude just writing about it!!
Being a Lodgekeeper has meant deeply committing to myself, my community, and spirit. Being a Lodgekeeper means
living, breathing, working, and playing in woman’s way. This is the kind of work that gives back to you fully, changes
your life for the better, and enlivens and awakens your inner and truest self. This is not a job - it’s a Lodge.
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Calling new Lodgekeepers to lead from the heart

N

ow is the time to jump in and join the Lodgekeeper Circle for 2015 – our WWRL Board of Trustees. Between
now and Oct. 15, we invite nominations for a new secretary and additional at-large trustees. Browse our website
to get a good feel for what we do. Past Hearth Letters posted there give an overview, and they feature the beautiful
multi-colored tapestry of programs, stories and voices that is Red Lodge.
Mary will continue as chair and Aspen as treasurer. Susan is stepping down as secretary to focus more on
growing her California community. ShimmerLee, Erin and Madrone continue their at-large service, and Water
will work her magic as our ad-hoc Community Weaver. Our longest continuously serving trustee, Kristina, is
stepping off the board; we are blessed that she plans to remain active in her volunteer role as Web Weaver –
and we deeply appreciate her tremendous service as Lodgekeeper!
Click on the links below to learn more about what’s involved, and then click here to email Aubrey Armes, our
Nominations Coordinator. Aubrey is a former Lodgekeeper, so she knows how Red Lodge works. She’ll call you
to chat or put you in touch with one of the current Lodgekeepers so you can talk to a personal guide about
what’s going on now. You can check into it for yourself, or let Aubrey know of someone you’d like to nominate.
Deadline for all nominations is October 15.

Frequently Asked Questions About WWRL Board
Description of WWRL Board Positions
The Board Transition Ceremony is held at the Gratitude Gala, our annual meeting, Saturday, Dec. 6.
Why you might want to serve as a Lodgekeeper trustee for Woman’s Way Red Lodge starts with a sister circle
of fun, lively and committed women. It leads to deep connections, personal empowerment, creative collaboration and participation in growing a new paradigm of leadership to create positive change.
Wise elders emphasize that the right use of power requires clear intention connected to spirit. We take care to
ground our work in a sacred context. We start our gatherings in the Glade of 4 Directions and take it from there
– into rituals that inspire and guide us in the work of tending the hearth of Red Lodge. Most gatherings include
poetry and alignment with nature, the seasons, the moon. We listen through the Buffalo Heart drum for the
heartbeat that connects; we sing and dance our prayers.

WE ARE RED LODGE!
We co-create Red Lodge.
We appreciate each other’s shared gifts.
We step into response-ability for what we create.
We meet in joy and celebration at our growing edges.
Why don’t you check it out and consider joining us?
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Singing, dancing, and celebrating as we build our Lodge

A

s summer turns to fall, we gather in the west, the place of community, harvest and abundance. This is a
perfect time to celebrate Red Lodge and its impact on both our personal lives and our many different communities. We’re celebrating with our annual Fall Membership and Fundraising Drive, September 30 – October
20. During these three weeks, Red Lodge offers a variety of events, and we ask our members and supporters to
build our Lodge by making a contribution.
Happenings are planned for Flagstaff and Vashon Island, and it’s still not too late to organize a gathering in
your area. Ideas for an event include a Red Tent gathering, film screening, poetry slam, music jam, song circle,
yoga class, crafting workshop – whatever you yearn to experience and share with your community. Pressed
for time? Small Red Lodge fundraising gatherings can be EASY & FRIENDLY…we have a few excellent films and
could send you one if you’d like to host a small screening by donation with friends in your living room – ask
Amy for more info!
The Flagstaff Hoop invites all to a Red Tent event for self care, tarot, sacred play, henna/face painting, chanting,
yoga, meditation, community drumming, massage, Bowenwork, crone wisdom, and energy work. All genders
are welcome to come feed your soul and spirit in a safe and sacred space, Sunday, October 12, 12-4 PM at
Tranzend. For more information, including how to purchase tickets, contact GraceEpiphany@wwrl.org.
On Vashon, we will show the award winning film The Invisible
War about the complex problem of sexual abuse against soldiers
serving in our nation’s military. Following the screening, Red
Lodge member, elder and author Sarah Blum will speak about
sex abuse in the military and lead a discussion about what we
can do to raise a call for justice and help keep our women and
men in uniform safe. The screening happens Tuesday, October
14, 6-8:30 PM on Vashon Island.
The Sunday prior to the film screening, we’ll hold a special
Vashon Moonlodge spa day, harvest meal and Moon Lodge
Rhythms ceremony, with chanting, ritual, sharing and drumming. Women and girls are invited Sunday, October 12, 4-9 for a
restorative soak in the red tub, a simple and nourishing harvest
meal and ceremony in the Moonlodge.
Friendraising is at the heart of Red Lodge fundraising. Watch for
more details in upcoming e-newsletters.
This year’s fund drive celebrates how Red Lodge has transformed our lives individually and is changing our communities – our families, classrooms, work, and community. It seems the spiritual warrior path is showing up in lots of new and interesting ways, growing and reaching
new people. How have the ripples from Red Lodge been felt in the larger landscape of your life? Click here to
read more and find out how to share your story!
Our goal is to raise $13,000 to fund Red Lodge in 2015. With this money we’ll be able to focus on program

--- MORE
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development, continue teaching and growing leadership tools and reach out to even the farthest flung places,
in order to connect with those those who yearn for community and positive change.
Red Lodge is grateful to a handful of donors who have stepped up with a major gift (anywhere from $500$2000) in order to match the first $5,500 received during the fund drive. This means your $25 membership
turns into $50 for Red Lodge – your $100 donation turns into $200! When we all share our abundance, whether it’s $5 or $500, it amplifies our reach and impact, allowing more individuals to step into the community of
the sacred feminine.
Please consider what you can do to support Red Lodge during this Drive. Send your photo and story to amyk@
wwrl.org. Watch for the letter in your mail box and the emails in your inbox, send in a check or click on our
Donate link, talk to friends about joining as a member, and sponsor or attend an event near you.
From Puget Sound to Colorado, Arizona, Vermont, California, Jamaica and Switzerland, we are building this
Lodge together. If you have benefited from Red Lodge, now would be a lovely time to show your gratitude.
Thanking you for your part, we’ll celebrate our stories and success in December at our Gratitude Gathering
--and online!

Dates to Remember
Th, Sept 25		
Sun, Sept 28		
Sept 30-Oct 20		
Sun, Oct 12		
Sun, Oct 12		
Tu, Oct 14			
Wed, Oct 15		
Th, Oct 23			
Sun, Nov 16		
Th, Nov 20			
Sun, Nov 23		
Sat, Nov 29		
Sat, Dec 6			

Leadership Hoop Call
Open Circle Moonlodge
Member/Fund Drive
Moon Rhythms Lodge, Vashon
Red Tent, Flagstaff
Film: The Invisible War, Vashon
2015 Lodgekeeper Nominations deadline
Leadership Hoop Call
Creative Souls Handcraft Faire, Tacoma
Leadership Hoop Call
Moon Rhythms Lodge, Vashon
Giving Thanks Sweat Lodge, Vashon
Gratitude Gala (Annual Meeting), Tacoma

1st Wednesdays: Essential Hoop Calls
2nd Fridays: Drum Circles in Olympia, WA and Vashon Island
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We Are Red Lodge: Red Tent fundraiser in Flagstaff

L

et your goddess nature loose and help raise money for an organization that celebrates the goddess within all
of us, Woman’s Way Red Lodge. The theme is the Red Tent, a sacred enduring symbol of the cycle of life, of
rhythms, of earth, of birth, as well as a time of going inward and caring for ourselves.
We invite you to enter the Red Tent to care for your self with tarot, sacred play, henna/face painting, chanting,
yoga, meditation, community drumming, massage, Bowenwork, crone wisdom and energy work. Feed your
soul and spirit in a safe and sacred space. All genders are welcome.

When: Sunday, October 12, 12-4 pm		

Where: Tranzend, 417 W Santa Fe Ave

Tickets:

$10 Student (with ID) or seniors
$15 General Admission
$25 Includes membership to Woman’s Way Red Lodge, event entrance, and a CD!

Pre-sale tickets available:

Pre-Sale VIP includes $25 membership package, five raffle tickets and the VIP hour (11-Noon)
General Admission pre-sale includes entry to the Red Tent and 3 raffle tickets

Contact: GraceEpiphany@wwrl.org for pre-sale tickets
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We Are Red Lodge: launching Moon Rhythms Lodge

W

e’re firing up the Red Tub for the first five women who sign up to experience the launch of our Moon
Rhythms Lodge! On Sunday, Oct 12 at the Moonlodge on Burton Hill, Vashon Island, as one event in the
fall member/fund drive for Woman’s Way Red Lodge, Amy SeaWolff, Amy Morrison, Kristina Turner and Mary
Shackelford are teaming up to celebrate.
For the afternoon spa, five women are invited to arrive 3:30-4 PM for a nurturing afternoon of rest and renewal, including basking in the outdoor tub. Bring a book, art materials and whatever inspires you to get comfy and
relax with a small intimate circle of sisters. We’ll share a nourishing dinner before the ceremony. Suggested
donation for this option is $25. Space is limited; contact Amy to pre-pay and reserve spa plus dinner.
At 7 PM, ten more women will be welcomed for our first Moon Rhythms Lodge. As an on-going monthly offering, we’ll explore how the moon’s cycles and energy reflect women’s cycles and inner life – as we also create
nurturing space to rest, renew ourselves and deepen sister connection. In rhythm with the moon, each time a
different guest will share her special gift, weaving her offering with a simple Moonlodge ritual.
Our guest for the launch, Love Moore, is in her second year of a two-year study at The Center for Sacred Studies, where she’s exploring her gift for sacred chanting. Love leads circles to send sacred prayer chants into the
universe and into our hearts. Our ceremony will connect with the energy of the disseminating gibbous moon
and weave chanting with rest and meditation.
We close our circle at 9 PM, inviting us all to take the sweet silence of rest and renewal out from our Moonlodge into our dreams. Suggested donation for Moon Rhythms Lodge is $10 or more. To reserve your place in
the evening lodge, contact Amy. Driving directions will be sent.
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We Are Red Lodge: share your story in our slideshow
by Kristina Turner

W

ise elders tell us that every perspective in the circle is needed to see the whole. This fall we are reaching
our arms around the paradox of unity in diversity. We are many diverse circles, building one lodge together. And only YOU can help us see the whole picture!
Send us your beautiful photos by October 1! Tell us your story in 50 to 100 words. Through our hoops, drum
circles, sweatlodges, seasonal gatherings and service projects, Red Lodge is continuing to expand and touch
hearts in many communities (from WA, VT, AZ, CO and CA to Switzerland, Nepal, Kenya and virtual space). We
want to see through your eyes, how you are bringing woman’s way joy to your community.
Throughout our fall Fund/Member Drive, We Are Red Lodge (Sept 30 – Oct 20), we will post your photos and
stories on our Facebook page to spread the word of how Red Lodge is bringing woman’s way to diverse communities of women and men, youth and elders in many communities. Our beautiful new slide show will premier at the
Annual Gratitude Gala (December, in Tacoma, WA), and also be posted to our website and newsletter.

Deadline: Send photos and 50-100 word stories by October 1 to amyk@wwrl.org
Here’s an example of what we are looking for:

Tressa Azpiri

Women’s Weaving Hoop in Jamaica launching our Spirit Canoe.
I moved from Vashon Island to the country of Jamaica in 2005. Woman’s Way Weaving Hoop was formed as an
opportunity for woman to connect. Oppression of women is common across the planet. The idea of women
gathering is new for these women; cultural differences are embraced and honored. Using sustainable materials
like banana bark we have created baskets, hats, hand bags and placemats, tucking our stories and dreams into
each twist of the bark.
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Woman’s Way Red Lodge in MY life
by Erin McCusker

O

ver the next month, you will be hearing many stories about how Red Lodge (WWRL) changes lives. I want
to tell the story of how I came to be a part of WWRL.

In January of 2010, my husband and I moved to Flagstaff, Arizona because of his job promotion. I was 45, we
were recent empty-nesters, we left a home that we had built and loved, I left a career that I valued and was
successful in, and we left a community of friends and family that we had known for nearly 20 years, including a
women’s group that had been a big part of my life.
In Flagstaff, I almost lost my mind … until the day I saw a flyer on the bulletin board at the Campus Coffee Bean
for Women Weaving the Hoop that Connects! I called the number immediately.
I spoke with Madrone, and we had a great chat about the Hoop that was starting. I heard back from her within
the week letting me know when and where to meet! I was so looking forward to it – I didn’t even care that I
wouldn’t know anyone.
From the minute that I sat in our first circle, I was home. I sat next to Gina Marie and remember very clearly
--- MORE
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her special presence. The women I met were amazing and the principles of WWRL resonated deeply with me.
And whether they knew it or not, my sisters helped me get through my first lonely and depressed year in Flagstaff in better shape than I otherwise would have.
I was Madrone’s side-by for the 2011 Hoop journey; I co-facilitated with Gina Marie in 2012. I shared my intentions to make some big changes in my life at the start of the 2013 Hoop cycle. My last Hoop gathering with my Arizona sisters was in September of 2013 – my favorite meeting, the Red Tent. My sisters thanked me for my service
and my presence, and I let them know how much journeying with them had meant to me and changed my life.
I joined the WWRL Lodgekeeper Circle in 2013 as a result of seeing how WWRL had worked in my life and
in the lives of others in my community. Thank you WWRL for the gift of empowerment, connection, Earth
rhythms, love and presence!

LEADERSHIP HOOP

a monthly conference call gathering
open to all Red Lodge members. Contact Amy for info.
SEPT 25, 6-7:15 PM Pacific Time – Erin, facilitator; Aspen, guardian
Sustainability – We commit to conserve, recycle and renew resources, to generate income through
right livelihood and to listen to our sense of enoughness
Collaboration – We work and play co-creatively among ourselves and with other groups with
complementary purposes and principles
OCT 23, 6-7:15 PM Pacific Time – Aspen, facilitator; Water, guardian
Inclusiveness and Acceptance – We value diversity, honoring the sacredness of each person’s
heritage, experience, wisdom and contribution to the whole.
Our Bodies Open Us To Mystery – We experience connection with spirit through our bodies. We
honor and celebrate our deep, visceral and intuitive body connectedness with nature and our
natural cycles. Our bodies are living portals into mystery.
NOV 20, 6-7:15 PM Pacific Time – Susan, facilitator; Erin, guardian
Direct Spiritual Access – We believe that each of has the ability to access Spirit directly. We respect
our own and each other’s autonomy and authenticity.
Willingness to Step into Power & Service – We are willing, each in a unique way, to step into our
power in service of the highest good of the community.
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Dancing with medicine
At Long Dance this year, I was blessed to weave and experience our dance from a completely new and different
perspective than I have ever experienced over my previous 12 years. What an awesome experience it was –
one I will always remember! WE make it happen. WE co-create it all together. WE hold each other through the
night. WE witness each other’s beauty. WE are the Dance. Ay Yeh. (Susan Landau)

Celebrate how we build our Lodge.

GRATITUDE GALA

Saturday, Dec 6
Good Karma Center for Joy, Tacoma
Mariah Winddancer and Genie Markwell, hosting
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First impressions: a month with Red Lodge
by Amy Kessel, communications intern

I

t was obvious during my telephone interview with Red
Lodge’s hiring committee: these women are seriously
practiced in the art of holding space, and it makes for
exquisitely profound depth and connection any time they
gather. Lucky me; I thought I was starting a communications internship, but really I have been welcomed into
the fold of devoted guardians, seasoned practitioners and
reverent circlemates that make up WWRL.
Being brought on board to assist with the communications
of a group like this is both an honor and a challenge. I’m
digging deep in order to do justice to the many hours of
love and sweat and process I know have gone into creating
and maintaining WWRL. The hardest part is finding words
that convey the integrity of the women here and the hopes
and dreams being brought forward. It’s also a tall order to
fill the shoes of Kristina, who has orchestrated much of the
communications work until now.
Thank you for your thorough and compassionate mentoring,
dear Kristina!

What I love most is the way we work on communications together; it’s not very different from the type
of sacred circle I imagine is happening at the Red Lodge Hoops, ceremonies and gatherings around the
world. Even though our meetings are essentially logistics and strategy sessions, they’re conducted at a
more intimate and heartful level than one would imagine at meetings like these. We visualize, check in
and request guidance. We sit in silence. We remind ourselves that we’re journeying together, and bring
deep respect, honest reflection and non-judgmental witnessing to whatever we’re discussing.
As with all Red Lodge circles, the leader in our meetings is the one with the talking stick. This shared
responsibility frees up the collective creativity we can then access and play with. I love following
threads that emerge in our conversations, exploring potential next steps and ideas. I have found that
my fellow collaborators are equally eager to be playful and curious about possibilities generated from
our conversations, and this is wildly energizing to me.
While the particulars about Red Lodge are new to me, being in circle with women is not. I have the delightful
sense of coming home in taking on the responsibilities and learning the language of this organization. I hope
the members see me as a willing and eager learner within my role as communications intern, ready to do what
I can to extend the Red Lodge invitation more broadly, and happy to bring your message out into the world.
What I’m feeling overall, 30 days in? Inspired. Reverential. Curious. Eager. And grateful.
So very glad to be here.
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Talking Stick
In the circle way, we each sit on the rim of the bowl, Spirit holding the center. There
is nothing said in the circle that doesn’t pass through Spirit as it weaves its way in
and out of the hearts of all of us around the rim. Each speaks a story, in turn. When
all stories are spoken into the bowl, there is a tangible, bigger story that enlarges our
own. It has substance, like a weaving, a tapestry. We can walk away with it when we
are done, but we can’t walk away with it in our hands, only in our hearts.
Are you sitting on the rim of this bowl? Do you have something to weave through the center of our circle
here? Speaking from the heart, your story is welcome. Contact us.

Change your thinking, change the world
by Madrone

I

am picking up the talking stick from the June Hearth Letter when my “sister witch” Christian wrote, “Masculinity is welcomed in the circle, just not the way it has been portrayed for centuries in patriarchy.” Christian
wrote about the place WWRL provides for young men in our circle. In my daily life I am a college professor in
Communication Studies and Women’s and Gender Studies. In both areas I have spent years exploring how gender is something created by societies in our world(s). We learn what it means to be masculine and feminine,
we are not born that way. This means that we can change how these categories are seen, treated, understood.
A new and exciting area of study that is working to challenge gender and sexuality norms is Queer Theory.
Writer David Halperin defines queer as “whatever is at odds with the normal, legitimate, the dominant. There
is nothing in particular to which it necessarily refers.” I see WWRL as a “queer” organization. By this I mean
that as a group we are challenging the normal, legitimate and dominant ways of honoring femininity. We are
certainly not “normal” by conventional standards. For example, our world thrives on polarities that are centered on gender norms (e.g., reason=male and emotion=female). Many womyn reject this binary because they
see themselves as logical and reasoned thinkers, and many men are stifled by not having models illustrating
how men deal with and express emotions. WWRL challenges this gender polarity by honoring and celebrating
female masculinities and alternative masculinities.
WWRL is also working hard to shift our cultural paradigm from patriarchy to something that honors all identities and be-ings (not necessarily going back to matriarchy). As a community challenging the “normal” ways
of doing things, we strive to hear multiple voices, and this type of organizing can take longer. We are creating
this lodge as we go along; we sometimes try new ways and find we need to revise and start again. This process
takes time and can be frustrating. However, when looking at the way our culture has treated the earth, if past
generations had taken a longer process time to see how each decision would affect another (interconnectedness), I wonder, would we be in a more sustainable place today?
Part of the new queer movement is a rejection of gender pronouns like she/he. This often ruffles feathers
because we are language-using creatures, and our language guides how we treat each other. This can be posi--- MORE
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tive or negative. For example, when a baby is born one of the first questions we ask is “is it a girl or a boy?” We
want to know so we know if we should buy dresses or pants, pink or blue, butterflies or spaceships.
I remember shopping for bibs for my 6-month-old nephew. There were blue ones with spaceships and cars or
pink ones with owls and birds. Right from the beginning, girls are given access to relating to nature and boys
are attached to culture via technology.
And so it begins, we conform in some areas and don’t in others. Choosing to use gender equal or androgynous
pronouns illustrates the desire to be who we are without restriction. Just as it is hard to unlearn sexist English
(e.g., calling an entire room full of womyn “guys” or calling every animal we see in nature “he”), it is also hard
to not use the pronouns he/she. But if we are with a person who is a mix of both masculine and feminine, and
they don’t identify as either but they are both/and, this new queer reality asks us to honor this difference.
So, when we speak about men in the circle, another way to think about this is to say that we want to make
room for all gender identities. This is not necessarily about men but about balances of femininity, masculinity,
and gender identities in-between and outside of those two.

SAVE THE DATE: SATURDAY, NOV 29
Giving Thanks Lodge
on Vashon Island
sweatlodge purification and prayer ritual for women

We appreciate your support!
We are very happy
to welcome new

Lodge Sisters

in Coronado, CA and Shelton, WA
and our new
Support Circle member
in JAMAICA

Your membership nurtures Red Lodge.
Click here to join.

Click here to renew.

Click here to donate.
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Teach and share wisdom, crones
by Kristina Turner

I hear the voice of my ancestors calling me
I hear the voice of my ancestors call
They sing
Teach and share wisdom, crones
Teach and share wisdom
Listen, listen
Listen, listen

R

ed Lodge Crones are bold souls in post-menopausal bodies who
go where we are invited. Often we dare to venture into territory
where whatever is unfinished from our magnificent and complex
lives can be healed and blessed in the arms of community.

At Solstice on Burton Hill this summer, Susan Pitiger facilitated a
beautiful ceremony inviting several Vashon crones to speak in circle
about our appreciation for water, the source of all life. Gifts from
the water were shared round the circle. We added our prayers for
the healing of Puget Sound waters to the Community Spirit House
created by Mary Shackelford and Kelly Brehan. It was filled to overflowing with prayers of many children and families enjoying the gathering. Thank you Mary, Amy Wolff and Emilia
Vogt for swimming the Spirit House out into the harbor. May the waters of life be flowing and clear.
Red Lodge elder Sarah Blum, author of Women Under Fire, Abuse in the
Military, is an intrepid crone on a bold journey to speak out for justice
and healing in the U.S. military. This summer she was invited to spend 4
days in Wisconsin with veterans of the Vietnam era and Desert Storm at
The Highground – a place of peace, healing and honoring. Sarah writes:
“I was the featured speaker on Thursday and everyone seemed spellbound. Every seat was full and there were maybe 60 or more standing.
They gave me a standing ovation. Afterwards I met a man in a wheelchair who helped build the 12th Evac hospital where I served in Vietnam and I met many other vets who wanted to thank me, hug me and
tell me their story.” The box of books she brought with her sold out.
Dedicated to exposing the culture of abuse towards women, Sarah was
recently filmed on Seattle King 5 News as she spoke at a local rally to end
military sexual violence. Thank you, Sarah, for standing up for women!
Every month Red Lodge Crones Therese Charvet and Tere Carranza
bring their joyful wisdom to creating the Women’s Mysteries School Red Tent at Sacred Groves on Bainbridge
Island, WA. Always on the 2nd Friday of the month, potluck supper is from 6 to 7 and Women’s Talking Circle
from 7 to 10 is currently exploring Tami Lynn Kent’s book, The Wild Feminine. Participants are encouraged

--- MORE
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(but not required) to read a section from the book before coming (contact Therese to find out which section).
The evening begins with ritual and/or visualization/exercise from the book; then, using “talking circle” format,
each woman is encouraged to share what arises in her mind and heart in response (and/or anything else that
needs/wants to be witnessed.) To learn more, click here.
In Seattle, Two Crones in Red (81 year old Carol
Wilcox & myself) were delighted to accept a midAugust invitation from Sinner Saint Burlesque for
Red Lodge crones to come on-stage and share a
wisdom story about the journey from maiden to
crone. Getting that unmistakable inner yes, we
agreed to do this with two days notice – yikes!
What a delectable treat to arrive and be ushered to the green room where seven embodied
goddesses were SO at ease in their skin, getting
lusciously ready for a fun performance.
Have I ever seen a burlesque show? No, I’m just
recently playfully revealing and healing a part of
me I’m calling Sister Renunciation. She barely knows what to do with all the excitement coursing through my
veins in a theatre dressing room. So I was glad when Carol arrived and together we warmed up to crone mischief by regaling the troupe backstage with delightful stories of post-menopausal orgasms.
We did miss seeing the first act, quaking in our booties since we were up next. Then, after enchanting the supportive audience with our teaching story and song, we took a seat to enjoy the fabulous show. Gratefully, we
were ready for that first question in the audience talk-back Q & A: “Tell us about your first orgasm.” Whew!
What did we discover? We like being asked. And Sinner Saint performers are playful edgewalkers, stepping
outside the traditional definitions of burlesque to connect with community as they bring their heart, talent
and scrumptious sass to the art of transforming culture. Imagine Sasha’s tribute through a young girl’s eyes, to
her beautiful mother’s morning shower ritual. Or, picture Nikola Tease-La’s transformation from straight laced
bride to a betassled young woman delighting in the discovery of self-pleasuring in her ovarytard (a strategic
leotard with ovaries, fallopian tubes and uterus besequinned on her belly).
We are tickled that later in August three of these wonderful women came to Open Circle Moonlodge to
deepen our cross-fertilization. Who knows what’s next?
We heartily recommend you see their upcoming performance at Theatre
Off Jackson in Seattle. Inheritance: Maiden-Mother-Crone is a full-length
theatrical work that’s primed to become the next Vagina Monologues. The
show blends burlesque, modern dance, narrative and feminist performance
art with activism, intergenerational dialogue, beloved community, and
sensory spectacle to explore both ancient and modern stories about what it
means to embrace, celebrate and integrate the feminine.
To learn more and for tickets, click here.
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Art as prayer
by Mary Mitchell

I

n the divine synchronicity of life, every
now and then something special and
wonderful seems to come along. For me
this summer, that something was Art
for Social Change, a week-long course
given by Seattle University visiting
faculty members Peg and Chuck Hoffman (FB page: Genesis+Art Studio). The
Hoffmans have developed a program of
hands-on art experiences which bring
people together across social, ethnic,
religious and cultural divides. I feel very
lucky indeed to have been one of the
15 SU students from the School of Theology and Ministry who gathered together for this class. The week was
a combination of individual and group art activities, and included video of the Hoffmans’ work with groups in
Northern Ireland and the West Bank.
Only one or two of us had much experience with making art. This was a high dive type of risk for many. But
“Beginner’s Mind” proved to be the best starting place. The class was not about creating “ART.” Rather, it was
an invocation of the deep self: an inner exploration of archetypal shapes, the power of line and color, and the
joy (and frustration) of learning to open new inner doors of personal and group expression. The Hoffmans are
gentle but powerful teachers who lead by example; they pointed the way; they did not tell us how to go.
The culmination of each session was a short prayer service at the end of class called “Healing Creation, Healing the Nations.” The centerpiece of the service was a “prayer cloth”, a circular painted canvas approximately
8 feet in diameter. As a group, we painted this (to the Hoffman’s design) over the course of 4 of the 5 days
we met. It sat in one corner of the classroom, and people wandered over and worked on it whenever they felt
moved to do so. It represents the earth, with its continents and seas, surrounded by salmon, birds and Celtic
knots. During the service, everyone was invited to place lit candles on any area to which they wished to send
prayers. The heartbeat of a hand drum accompanied this activity. It was very moving.
In the end, the take-away for me was that the very act of reaching within oneself to create with line and color
can be a prayer…that is, if we let it be.
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Essential Hoop grows flexibility to gather from afar
by Serena Davidson

W

hen I first started the process of dreaming a
Red Lodge Hoop into existence, I thought it
would be a group of the same women who would
meet in person in Bellingham, WA. I envisioned
co-facilitating with a dear friend; we were excited
to do this together.
Soon life shifted; I moved across the country ... and
months later back to Bellingham. In the process
of moving, I was at Sacred Groves completing a
year-long mentorship in circle facilitation. During
quiet time outdoors set aside for connecting with
nature, it hit me that we could facilitate a long distance Hoop by using a monthly conference call and
a Facebook page to stay connected between calls.
It felt like a message from spirit so very clearly.

I floated the idea with the women in Red Lodge.
They connected me with an experienced Hoop
facilitator to guide me and offer tools to create
sacred ceremonial space in a virtual setting. Erin
from Oregon and ShimmerLee from Arizona stepped up as Call Guardians and Sister Support for each monthly
phone call, and I’ve felt such huge support from their contributions and presence!
Now that it is formed and active, our Hoop is a different animal than first envisioned. We have an all ages, all
genders group called The Essential Hoop that meets virtually on Facebook throughout the month. Our monthly
conference call is our core tether bringing us each into sacred ceremony. We sing to each other, drum, pass a
virtual talking bowl around the circle to share and truly connect with one another in the sacred container we
all create and hold together.
Anyone is welcome to join this monthly ceremony by phone call. We are open to those who can attend every
month or even just one time. We know there are more people who are longing to be joined in ceremony like
this and we sang a song dedicated to calling you in this coming month.
In October we meet at a new time: Wednesday, October 1, 7:30 PM. Email me to join the Facebook page or get
the conference dial-in number and code.

SAVE THE DATE
Sunday, Nov 23 in the Moonlodge on Vashon
Moon Rhythms Lodge w/ harpist Jane Valencia
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From the hearth, from the heart
by Mary G.L. Shackelford, chair

I

t’s natural, when invited to participate in an annual fund drive, to wonder
where the money goes. First, some context for WE ARE RED LODGE – our
Sept 30-Oct 20 fall member and fund drive – can be helpful information.
Organizationally, Red Lodge is in a transition phase. Over the past two years,
Lodgekeepers have focused on strengthening our internal structure and collaborative leadership practice. Now it’s time to cast the energy outwards and
develop new programs to serve the growing numbers of women and men,
youth and elders who yearn for meaningful ways to connect and participate
in positive change, people who see a place for themselves in our Lodge.
More programs and participation also mean more complexity, which rapidly
outpaces the capacity of volunteers to hold all the threads. We must expand the roles of paid professionals to
meet the evolving needs of Red Lodge.
Paying for professional services and stepping into our commitment to support right livelihood takes money.
Most Red Lodge offerings operate on a gifting economy that invites participation by all; we honor our principles of inclusivity and diversity by asking for small optional donations – and many events are free. Red Lodge
relies on the generosity and support of members and friends to fund ongoing, basic operations.
WWRL was started on a shoestring. A group of enthusiastic and committed singers from Long Dance created
MoonSongs CD, and we launched Red Lodge on the sales. Memberships and donations have always been the
primary income source. And we have a solid record of careful, conservative financial management.
So where does our money go? In 2014, our estimates indicate we will spend
$10,500
professional services (graphics, web consultant, administrator, communications intern)
$ 3000
travel (makes Lodgekeeper service accessible to all)
$ 2500
facilities, program, event, fund drive and retreat expenses
$ 1750
communications, printing, web expenses, advertising, postage
$ 1500
administrative (banking/filing/licensing fees, supplies, gifts)
$ 1350
insurance
$20,600
TOTAL 2014 ESTIMATE

WE ARE RED LODGE. We are building this Lodge together to thrive with reliable economic flow and serve

more people in more communities. We can continue to hire fabulous people, rotate volunteer leadership
among our amazing pool of sidebys and sustain successful programs. We can call forth the emerging dreams of
our members to generate programs that draw creative souls to Red Lodge. Our gratitude and generosity flow
out through Red Lodge to enliven the sacred feminine, share women’s wisdom and empower women leaders.
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